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Introduction

Although neoclassical theory of demand explains constrained optimal choices of individuals, for long
time the behavior of multi-person households has been described within the fiction of a unitary
utility function. The unitary approach has been extensively applied in theoretical and empirical
works because it allows testing restrictions on household behavior. However, a number of empirical
evidences find that the unitary model fails in representing the behavior of multi-person households
and, moreover, is unable to measure welfare of individuals. For these reasons, new approaches
to household behavior have been studied either assuming cooperation or noncooperation between
members of the household [16].
In this work, we model household optimal choices using the collective approach [8, 5]. The
collective approach relies on two main assumptions: preferences of each individual are described
by a utility function and household outcomes are Pareto-efficient. These two assumptions together
with the assignability of some expenditures to specific household members permit identifying the
rule governing resource allocation within the family and recovering individual preferences. Further
research has extended the identification of the structure underlying the collective model to corner
solutions [4, 15] and, recently, to account for the presence of children in the family [7, 17, 23].
The sharing function is in general expressed in terms of individual levels of income and defines
expenditure functions at the individual level.
The regularity properties of individual cost functions have not been characterized yet. Our aim
is then to study the properties that must be satisfied by individual cost functions in order to be
theoretically plausible cost functions. We also discuss the implications of our curvature results for
the measurement of inequality within the household.
Section 2 adapts the theory of legitimate cost functions [20] to the individual cost function
defined in the collective framework. In Section 3 the conditions for individual cost functions to be a
legitimate function are specialized to precise functional forms for the sharing rule. The conclusive
section discusses some implications of our novel results.
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Modified Individual Expenditure Function in a Collective Context

Consider a family of two persons k = 1, 2.1 Each member k privately consumes a bundle of market
goods ck ∈ IRℓ and faces a vector of prices pk ∈ IRℓ . Note that purchases of individuals may include
also leisure time and thus the vector of prices would include the corresponding wages. In the
analysis, we omit the consumption of public goods or the presence of externalities within families.
We also abstract from the consumption of domestically produced goods [2, 9].
The collective model relies on two main assumptions. Firstly, preferences of each family member
over the consumption of ck are represented by an individual quasi-concave utility function Uk (ck , d)
twice differentiable and strictly increasing in ck , where d ∈ IRn describes observable heterogeneity
both at the individual level, such as age or education of individual k, and at the family level,
such as quality of the living area. Secondly, outcomes of the family decision problem are assumed
to be Pareto-efficient. Pareto-efficiency implies that the consumption equilibrium will be on the
1

Our results can be straightforwardly extended to larger family units.
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Pareto frontier of the family. Further, when all goods are privately consumed and there are no
consumption externalities, these two assumptions allow describing family behavior using a twostage process: first, the family agrees on a rule to share resources among its members, then, each
member maximizes her individual utility function subject to her household income share.2
In the dual representation of individual consumption choices, each individual minimizes her
share of family resources to achieve a given level of utility. Formally, we define the collective
individual expenditure function of member k as e∗k (pk , uk , d) = minck pk ck | Uk (ck , d) ≥ uk , where
ℓ × IRr × IRn
e∗k (pk , uk , d) : IRℓ × IRr × IRn → IR is defined on the consumption set Γ = IR+
+
and represents the minimum level of expenditure needed to individual k to achieve the level of
utility uk at given prices pk . Note that the expenditure function of household members add to the
!2
∗
collective household expenditure function, that is e∗ (p1 , p2 , u1 , u2 , d) =
k=1 ek (pk , uk , d) . The
function e∗k (pk , uk , d) is a legitimate expenditure function if it is: a) homogeneous of degree 1 in pk ;
b) positive, strictly increasing in uk and non-decreasing in pki , i = 1, . . . , ℓ; c) concave in pk ; d)
continuous in pk and uk .
We specify the expenditure function ek as follows
ek (pk , uk , d, z) = fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z] ,

(1)

where e∗k (pk , uk , d) is a legitimate cost function and z ∈ IRq is a vector of distribution factors.3 Note
that demographic attributes d affect individual expenditure ek indirectly, while distribution factors
z affect individual expenditures directly. The function fk , which is continuous, permits interaction
of distribution factors and prices with the cost function. Our interest is to derive restrictions on fk
guaranteeing that ek is also a theoretically plausible cost function for which properties a)-d) hold.
We derive the following propositions.
Proposition 1 (Homogeneity of degree 1 in pk ). Let e∗k be a legitimate cost function and let
ek (pk , uk , d, z) = fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z]. If fk is homogeneous of degree 1 in (e∗k , pk ), then ek is
homogeneous of degree 1 in pk .
Proof: By definition of homogeneous function fk [e∗k (tpk , uk , d) , tpk , z] = fk [te∗k (pk , uk , d) , tpk , z] =
tfk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z] .
!
Proposition 2 (Positive, strictly increasing in uk and non-decreasing in pk ). Let ek (pk , uk , d, z) =
fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z], with e∗k a legitimate cost function. If fk (e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z) > 0, fk increasing in e∗k and non-decreasing in pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then ek (pk , uk , d, z) is positive, strictly increasing
in uk and non-decreasing in pki .
Proof: The condition fk (e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z) > 0 implies that ek > 0. Then, we have that e∗k is a
legitimate cost function, hence, it is increasing in uk and non-decreasing in pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ. The
former condition implies that, taking two different values of uk , uk1 < uk2 , then e∗k (pk , uk1 , d) <
e∗k (pk , uk2 , d), and becuase fk is increasing in e∗k , we have fk [e∗k (pk , uk1 , d)] < fk [e∗k (pk , uk2 , d)], that
2

For a complete appraisal of the collective household theory see for instance [5].
Distribution factors are variables that affect the household decision process without influencing either individual
preferences or the budget constraint. Distribution factors are helpful in recovering the structure of the collective
model and play an important role in empirical applications [10, 23].
3
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is the strict monotonicity of fk with respect to uk . Then, the latter condition implies that, taking
"
#
"
#
"
#
two different vectors of prices p1k = p1k1 , . . . , p1kl and p2k = p2k1 , . . . , p2kl , p1ki ≤ p2ki , e∗k p1ki , uk , d ≤
"
#
"
#
"
#
e∗k p2ki , uk , d , with i = 1, . . . , ℓ and we have fk [e∗k p1ki , uk , d ] < fk [e∗k p2ki , uk , d ], that is the
monotonicity of fk with respect to pki .
!
Proposition 3 (Concave in pk ). Let e∗k be a legitimate cost function and let ek (pk , uk , d, z) =
fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z]. Assume that fk is concave in (e∗k , pk ) and increasing in e∗k . Then ek (pk , uk , d, z)
is concave in pk .
Proof: In order to have ek (pk , uk , d, z) concave in pk , it has to satisfy, ∀α ∈ [0, 1] and ∀p1k , p2k ∈
#
"
#
"
#
"
ℓ , e αp1 + (1 − α)p2 , u , d, z ≥ αe p1 , u , d, z + (1 − α)e p2 , u , d, z . We start from the
IR+
k
k
k
k k
k k
k
k k
"
#
"
#
hypothesis of the concavity of e∗k and, hence, we have: e∗k αp1k + (1 − α)p2k , uk , d ≥ αe∗k p1k , uk , d +
"
#
(1 − α)e∗k p2k , uk , d . Then, from the monotonicity of fk (·) we obtain
"
#
fk [e∗k αp1k + (1 − α)p2k , uk , d , αp1k + (1 − α)p2k , z] ≥
"
#
"
#
f [αe∗k p1k , uk , d + (1 − α)e∗k p2k , uk , d , αp1k + (1 − α)p2k , z]

(2)

"
#
"
#
fk [αe∗k p1k , uk , d + (1 − α)e∗k p2k , uk , d , αp1k + (1 − α)p2k , z] ≥
"
#
"
#
αfk [e∗k p1k , uk , d , p1k , z] + (1 − α)fk [e∗k p2k , uk , d , p2k , z].

(3)

and, because fk is concave in (e∗k , pk ), then

!
The above propositions are general results that reduce to Lewbel’s characterizations [20] if we
assume also differentiability. They describe the properties that fk must have to guarantee that the
function ek (pk , uk , d, z) = fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z] is also legitimate for any legitimate cost function
e∗k .
In the following section, we characterize the function fk as a product between a legitimate cost
function and a scaling function that depends on prices and distribution factors.

3

Scaled Individual Expenditure Function

We now specify the modifying function fk describing how prices and distribution factors interact
with e∗k (pk , uk , d) as follows
ek (pk , uk , d, z) = fk [e∗k (pk , uk , d) , pk , z] =
= yk∗ (pk , uk , d) m(pk , z) with 0 < m(·) <

(4)

y∗
,
yk∗

where yk∗ (pk , uk , d) is a legitimate individual cost function and y ∗ is the cost function at the household level.4 Note that the function fk corrects an individual income yk∗ (pk , uk , d) measured with
∗
error according to the index 0 < m(pk , z) < yy∗ that may correct towards the bottom or the top
k
depending on whether m(pk , z) ≶ 1.
4

A similar scaling transformation of a plausible cost function is described also in [20], Theorem 8. This specification
has been adopted both in [17, 23] to estimate the sharing rule.
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The aim of this section is to investigate the properties of the scaling function m(pk , z) needed
to preserve a regular and theoretically plausible ek .
Proposition 4 (Homogeneity of degree 1 in pk ). If the scaling function m(pk , z) is homogeneous of degree zero in pk and y(pk , uk , d) is a legitimate cost function, then ek (pk , uk , d, z) =
y(pk , uk , d)m(pk , z) is homogeneous of degree 1 in pk .
Proof: By the definition of homogeneity
ek (tpk , uk , d, z) = yk∗ (tpk , uk , d)m(tpk , z) = tyk∗ (pk , uk , d)tα m(pk , z)
=

tα+1 yk∗ (pk , uk , d)m(p, z)

=t

α+1

(5)

ek (pk , uk , d, z),

thus ek is homogeneous of degree 1 in pk if and only if m(pk , z) is homogeneous of degree 0 in pk .!
Proposition 5 (Positive, strictly increasing in uk and non-decreasing in pki ) Let ek (pk , uk , d, z) =
yk∗ (pk , uk , d)m(pk , z). If m(pk , z) is positive and yk∗ (pk , uk , d) is a legitimate cost function, then
ek (pk , uk , d, z) is positive and strictly increasing in uk . If, moreover, m(pk , z) is non-decreasing in
pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then ek (pk , uk , d, z) is also non-decreasing in pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
Proof: The positivity of ek (pk , uk , d, z) follows immediately by the definition. Then, taking two
different values of uk , uk1 < uk2 , we have yk∗ (pk , uk1 , d)m(pk , z) < yk∗ (pk , uk2 , d)m(pk , z), because
yk∗ is a cost function and m(pk , z) is positive, hence, ek (pk , uk , d, z) is increasing in uk . Finally,
#
"
#
"
taking two different vectors of prices p1k = p1k1 , . . . , p1kl and p2k = p2k1 , . . . , p2kl , with p1ki ≤ p2ki , we
have yk∗ (p1ki , uk , d)m(p1ki , z) ≤ yk∗ (p2ki , uk2 , d)m(p2ki , z), because both yk∗ (pk , uk , d) and m(pk , z) are
non-decreasing in pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ.
!
If ek must be non-decreasing in pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ, and we suppose, in addiction, that yk∗ (pk , uk , d)
and m(pk , z) are differentiable with respect to pki , ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ, we must satisfy

∂yk∗
∂ek (pk ,uk ,d)
∂m

= ∂pk1
(pk , uk , d)m(pk , z) + yk∗ (pk , uk , d) ∂p
(pk , z) ≥ 0,

∂pk1
k1

..
(6)
.


 ∂ek (pk ,uk ,d) = ∂yk∗ (p , u , d)m(p , z) + y ∗ (p , u , d) ∂m (p , z) ≥ 0.
∂pkℓ

∂pkℓ

k

k

k

k

k

k

∂pkℓ

k

This follows from the assumptions on m(pk , z) and recalling that yk∗ (pk , uk , d) is a legitimate cost
function.

∂m
≥ 0, ∀i = 1, . . . , ℓ, then it follows that the ℓ inequalities of the
Remark 1 We note that if ∂p
ki
system are satisfied. Note that system (6) is satisfied even if we assume

∂yk∗ 1
∂m 1
≥−
.
∂pki yk∗
∂pki m

(7)

If we multiply by pki each member, we obtain
∂yk∗ pki
∂m pki
≥−
,
∗
∂pki yk
∂pki m

(8)

that is the relationship between the elasticity of the expenditure yk∗ (pk , uk , d) and the elasticity of
the scaling function m(pk , z), with respect to the i-th price.
5

Remark 2 (Continuity) In order to maintain property d) of ek (pk , uk , d, z), m(pk , z) has to be
continuous with respect to pk .
The concavity requirement for the expenditure ek (pk , uk , d, z) is given by what follows. Propositions 6-7 and Theorem 1 correspond to Proposition 3.
Proposition 6 (Corollary 5.18 of [3]) Let gk : X ⊆ IRs → IR be a non-negative and concave
function and hk : X ⊆ IRs → IR be a positive and concave function. Hence, the function fk (x) =
gk (x)hk (x) is semi-strictly quasiconcave on X, with respect to x.
We may apply this Proposition to the functions gk = yk∗ and hk = m. We observe that we need
the same domain for the functions yk∗ and m(pk , z), and this implies that we suppose that these
functions vary only in prices.
Proposition 7 (Proposition 3.30 of [3]) If fk : X ⊆ IRs → IR is an upper semicontinuous semistrictly quasi-concave function, defined on a convex set X, then it is also quasi-concave.
Moreover, the following theorem holds (Theorem 21.15 of [25]).
Theorem 1 Suppose that fk : X ⊂ IRs → IR be positive and X is a convex cone. If fk is
homogeneous of degree one and quasi-concave on X, then it is concave on X.
ℓ × IRk × IRn × IRq → IR satisfies the
We note that the expenditure function ek (pk , uk , d, z) : IR+
hypotheses of the previous theorem in pk , hence it is also concave in pk .
Our results have important implications both for providing a testable hypothesis about the
curvature of the sharing rule [11, 24] and for the measurement of inequality within the household.
We would like to show that as the concavity of m(pk , z) increases also the level of inequality in the
distribution of household resources that are increasingly concentrated in the hands of one household
member increases. To this aim, suppose that m(pk , z) is twice continuously differentiable with
respect to prices. Consider further the definition of an absolute and a relative inequality aversion
coefficient:
∂2m
∂2m
∂p2
∂pki ∂pkj
ρa (m) = − ki and ρr (m) = −
.
(9)
∂m
∂m
∂pki
∂pki

This inequality aversion coefficient ρ(m), akin to a risk aversion coefficient, can be interpreted as
the coefficient describing how a change in the scaling function m(pk , z) in response to a change in
price of one good (ρa (m)), or more (ρr (m)), affects the degree of equity adopted by a family when
sharing goods in favor of one household member and against another.
2m
≤ 0,
It should be noted that, m(pk , z) being a concave function in pk , does not mean that ∂p∂ki ∂p
kj
but v T Hwm v ≤ 0.5 For example, the definition of ultramodularity and supermodularity [22] for a
twice continuously differentiable function m : IRℓ × IRq → IR is, respectively,
∂2m
∂pki ∂pkj ≥ 0,
∂2m
∂pki ∂pkj ≥
5

for any 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ ℓ and
0, for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ ℓ.

(10)

For the analysis, we suppose that w : IRs → IR is a twice differentiable function of s variables. The Hessian of w

6

One can easily see that if m is non-decreasing in pki and −m is also ultramodular with respect
to prices, then ρa (m) ≥ 0 and also ρr (m) ≥ 0, while if −m is supermodular, then ρr (m) ≥ 0.
Ultramodular and supermodular functions are used in social sciences to analyze how one agent’s
decision affect the incentives of others.
It is worth noting that, if the scaling function m(pk , z) is not concave in pk , under some hypotheses, it can be transformed in a concave function. In fact, we may use the class of concave
transformable (or transconcave) functions [3, 6, 14, 18, 19] by adopting a one to one transformation of their domain, and then, into concave functions by an increasing function. The function
m : A ⊆ IRℓ × IRq → C ⊆ IR is said to be G-concave if there exists a continuous real-valued
increasing function G defined on C such that G(m(pk , z)) is concave over A. Alternatively, letting
G−1 denote the inverse of G, if
"
#
(
" "
##
" "
##)
m αp1k + (1 − α) p2k , z ≥ G−1 αG m p1k , z + (1 − α) G m p2k , z

(11)

holds ∀p1k , p2k ∈ A and α ∈ [0, 1].
To be concavifiable m(pk , z) must be at least quasiconcave. Note that semistrict quasiconcavity
is not sufficient to support transconcavity. We observe also that in the twice continuously differentiable case, necessary and sufficient conditions lie between the properties of pseudoconcavity
and strong pseudoconcavity.6 It could also be interesting to consider additional assumptions on G
required to obtain a scaling function G (m(pk , z)) that satisfies the requirement of Propositions 4
and 5.

4

Conclusions

This study describes the properties that must be satisfied by collective individual cost functions in
order to be theoretically plausible cost functions. We also describe the implications of our curvature
results for the measurement of inequality within the household.
at x is

0

′′

w11 (x)
B
..
B
Hw (x) = @
.
′′
ws1 (x)
′′

···
..
.
···

1
′′
w1s
.. C
C
. A
′′
wss

where, wij is the second derivative of w, with respect to xi and xj . If w has continuous partial derivatives of first
and second order on an open convex set X, and let Hw (x) is its Hessian, then the following assertions hold: 1) w
is concave if and only if Hw (x) is negative semidefinite (v T Hw v ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ IRs ), and 2) if Hw (x) is negative definite
∀x ∈ X (v T Hw v > 0, ∀v ∈ IRs ), then w is strictly concave.
6
To establish conditions under which a twice continuously differentiable function is transformable concave for
some transformation see [3]. For results referring to functions not necessarily twice differentiable see, for instance,
[12, 13, 14, 18, 19].
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